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Diary Dates

Lectures

Tuesday 10th October,  
Dr. Heather Buss (Bristol 
University),  Biogeochemical 
weathering.

This lecture will be 
followed by a Special General 
Meeting - see Doug's statement 
on this page.

--------------

Wednesday 15th Novem-

ber (note the change of 
day!)  Dr. Lidia Lonergan, 
(Imperial College),  Italian 
Volcanoes.

Tuesday 12th December,  
Dr. Norman Moles (Brighton 
University),  Neoproterozoic 
marine environments and 
chemical sediment diagene-
sis.

Tuesday 9th January 
 three research students 
(Bristol University).  Various 

research topics.

Tuesday 13th February,  
Dr. Nick Teanby (Bristol Uni-
versity),  Martian Seismology.

Tuesday 13th March,-
 Speaker to be confirmed, 
 Subject to be confirmed.

Excursions
At present, there are no 

excursions planned.

Future of WEGA

The AGM for the 2016/17 session scheduled 
for April 25, had to be abandoned because 

it was not quorate. As a result no new commit-
tee was elected for the coming 2017/18 session, 
and so technically the group has no governing or 
organizing body.

That AGM was very important, as nomi-
nations had been sought to fill two officer va-
cancies for the committee, namely the Chair and 
Treasurer, and partly due to the sad loss of Ian 
Donaldson last year, two Ordinary members of 
the committee were also sought. Despite there 
being no formal governing body, a programme 
for the coming session has been organized and is 
advertised in this newsletter and on the web site.

 If the Group is to survive, then it is 
essential that people come forward to fill these 
vacancies. Thus please do consider whether to 

put yourself forward, or if not persuade another 
person to do so.

 Doug has served as Chair for approach-
ing 10 years now, and Judy has valiantly held the 
Treasurer position for very many years. She has 
done this while also holding treasurer positions 
for three others groups and two secretarial posi-
tions – a heavy load without taking into account 
her full-time pharmaceutical job.

 Thus in order to replace the abandoned 
AGM, a Special General Meeting is arranged to 
take place after the first talk on TUESDAY 10 
October. At this meeting hopefully a new and 
complete committee will be elected.

If you wish to put yourself forward for a 
committee position, or nominate someone else, 
then please email Bobby at  

bobby62oliver@gmail.com
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HOGG in the Forest
Graeme Churchard

Recently I was able to attend a field trip 
to the Forest of Dean organised by the 
History of Geology Group - HOGG. 

This is a group affiliated to the Geological Socie-
ty of London.

The purpose of the trip was to understand 
the difficulties the early geologists  experienced 
as they tried to understand the geology of the 
Forest. This was happening in the 1800's - just 
over 200 years ago.  

The principal person involved was David 
Mushet (1772-1847) who arrived in the Forest in 
1808. He came from near Edinburgh and arrived 
via a period in Derbyshire. He came from an iron 
making background and came to the Forest to 
use his expertise to make Whitecliff Ironworks 
profitable. 

In this he did not succeed, perhaps be-
cause the local coal was not suitable for coking, 
but he stayed on and became involved in several 
coal and iron mines and, because of this, began a 

study of the area, producing a cross-section and 
stratigraphical column of the local geology. And 
he had assistance from William "Strata" Smith, 
no less! The cross-section was to be the basis for 
understanding the stratigraphy of the coalfield 
for the next 130 years.

Mushet was assisted by a friend and pupil 
of Smith called John Farey (1766-1826) and 
together they made a big mistake. 

They knew that coal was found under red 
beds - what they called red marls. (Nowadays we 
know that the Carboniferous is under the Permi-
an and Triassic New Red Sandstone.) They did 
not know how many sets of red marls there were. 
This was because of the scarcity of fossils in the 
red marls and also because of the lack of people 
with much knowledge of fossils. 

They confused a yellow limestone in the 
Permian with a similar limestone in the Silurian 
and so postulated that there was a coalfield below 
what we now know as the Devonian or Old Red 

On Saturday we visited the sites enumerated in the map above. The blue line is from my GPS.

HOGG in the Devil's Chapel Scowles.

Sandstone. 
This is forgiveable - nowadays when we 

look at a rock we do it with a background of 
knowledge accumulated over centuries - Mushet 
and Farey did not have that advantage.

But enough of that! We will come back 
to Mushet's exploits when we get to Sunday's 
activities.

On leaving the hotel our bus took us 
to Devil's Chapel Scowles, deep in 
the woods. Scowles are surface iron 

workings. They are presumably the oldest iron 
workings in the Forest but it is impossible to 
give a date for them. They may be pre-Roman or 
Roman or Mediaeval. 

There is some controversy as to wheth-
er the scowles are completely man made or are 
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natural geological features with 
some human intervention. Nowa-
days they are covered in moss and 
ferns, with trees all around, form-
ing a rather unusual environment. 
All the iron ore has been removed; 
only the host rock, Lower Car-
boniferous Crease (originally 
Crys) Limestone remains.

Nearby, at Chelfridge, is a 
fairly well preserved lime kiln. This 
worked limestone found nearby 
for agricultural and domestic use.

Clearwell Caves was our next 
stop. This is mainly a show 

mine nowadays; it used to produce 
iron ore. Small quantities of ochre 
are now produced as an artisanal 
product.

The predominant theory of the forma-
tion of the iron ore would encourage the naming 
the place as caves. This explanation says that 
acidic waters from the sulphur-rich coal beds 

dissolved caves in the underlying Carboniferous 
Limestone, particularly the dolomitised Crease 
Limestone. Iron-rich water from the Coal Meas-
ures coated the cave surfaces with haematite 
then filled the caves with goethite, called brush 
ore. The texture of the brush ore shows that it 

dripped down from above.
Some of these deposits could be 

large. Some caves yielded 3 to 4 thou-
sand tonnes of ore; some were even 
larger. The miners tunnelled through 
the limestone to find the caves. And 
they reached depths of 600 feet (180m) 
below the surface!

The parts of the mine which 
we saw were inevitably the most easily 
traversed but we saw several extremely 
narrow travelling ways which were used 
by children to transport ore in small 
basins. I suspect claustrophobia was 
forbidden underground.

Our next stop was Whitecliff 
Ironworks. It was the problems 

at this early coke-fired blast furnace 
which brought David Mushet to the 
Forest of Dean. Even with his exper-
tise he was not able make the furnace 
profitable and he gave up his interest in 
the enterprise. But he did stay on in the 
Forest. 

His failure was perhaps due to 
there not being any good coking coals 
available and the alkaline nature of the 
ore.

The Bixslade Valley with its mines 
and quarries was our penultimate 

stop of the day. It is of interest for 
several reasons - 
• there is a working "Free 
Mine" 
• there is an (occasionally) 
working quarry in the Pennant 
Sandstone with, unusually, an iron 
mine in the sandstone 
• the Bixslade Tramroad ran 
up the valley and its remains can 
still be seen
• in 1902 there was a major 
mine accident at Union Mine 
with four people killed.

But for us the major inter-
est was the Bixslade Low Level 
Coal Mine. The illustration on the 
next page gives a section along 

the valley (or slade). It is a modified version of an 

Clearwell Caves - an underground version of the scowles

Chelfridge lime kilns
Whitecliff Ironworks

The entrance to Monument Mine - a working Free 
Mine
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illustration from Standing, 1987, p. 261. 
A gale is a local term meaning an area 
that can be worked.

Bixslade Low Level coal mine 
was probably the first gale opened in 
Bixslade. It was a difficult mine as it 
took two years to reach the coal and, 
once the coal was got, difficult to get to 
market.

While this was happening 
Mushet was compiling his stratigraphic 
log of the Dean's geology which was 
used for the next 130 years! And then 
he completed a cross-section across 
the coalfield - a distance of 30 miles. 
Apparently this was to be used as a 
prospectus for an unsuccessful attempt 
to sell the Blixslade mine.

The last stop of the day was at New 
Fancy, one of the larger collieries 

in the Forest until its closure in 1944. It 
is now the site of a geomap and Min-
er's Memorial. 

The Geomap represents the 
geology of the Forest of Dean. Each 
layer of rock shown is made from the 
actual rock it represents, taken from 

1 Standing, I. 1987. The industrial heritage of Bixhead and Bixslade in the Forest of Dean. Gloucestershire Society 
for Industrial Archaeology, pp 17 - 32.

The entrance to Bixslade Low Level Coal Mine

local quarries.

Sundays activities start-
ed with a drive to Near 
Hearkening Rock. This 

gets its name from being a 
listening post. Apparently words 
whispered at the Buck Stone, 
about a mile distant, could be 
heard by watchmen with their 
backs to the concave rock face. 
Very useful for catching poachers 
of the Kings Deer!

For us it was important 
as being one of the places where 
Mushet and Farey got their ideas 
for the stratigraphy of the area. 
The Geolological Survey map 
shows the rock to be a basal 
quartz conglomerate of Upper 
Old Red Sandstone age lying 
unconformably (or rather discon-
formably) on Lower Old Red Sandstone.

Mushet and Farey had little idea about 
unconformities, the red bed rocks were, as far as 
they were concerned fossil-free and looked very 

like every other red bed sequence they had seen. 
So in the light of their geological knowledge it is 
not surprising that they made mistakes. 

Mushet's mistake was to believe the red 
beds above the Derbyshire and Yorkshire coal-

On Sunday we visited the sites enumerated in the map above. The purple line is from my GPS.

Dave Green talks geology at the quartz conglomerate of the 
Near Hearkening Rock
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fields were the same red beds as lay below the 
Forest of Dean!

Downhill from the Near Hearkening 
Rock is the Suck Stone. This is a fallen block of 
ORS Quartz Conglom-
erate, weighing in excess 
of 30,000 tons and 
thought to be the largest 
detached block of rock 
in the British Isles.

Hopewell Colliery 
was our next stop. 

This is a working mine; 
currently there are sev-
eral miners working the 
Yorkley Seam. We vis-
ited another part of the 
mine, long abandoned 
but re-opened as a mine 
museum.

The seam we saw 
was 18 inches thick. 
Nowadays such a seam 

would not be worked. In the past the miner 
would hack out the coal while lying on his side. 
Sometimes he would be a child although chil-
dren were mostly employed in transporting the 

The Suck Stone

Underground at Hopewell Colliery showing the thickness of the 
coal seam

coal or other tasks. The 
employment of children 
and females underground 
ended with the Mines Act 
of 1842. It is only recently 
that women were allowed 
to work underground.

Dark Hill Ironworks 
was our next stop. 

Not much in the way of 
geology here. This was at 
the heart of steel mak-
ing in the Victorian era. 
David Mushet built the 
first steel furnace at Dark 
Hill in 1818 but it was his 
son Robert who was the 
important person here. 

He did countless 
metallurgical experiments here, and these ena-
bled him to perfect the Bessemer steel making 
process making the production of cheap, good 
quality, steel possible. Also tungsten steel was in-
vented here. But Robert was not much of a busi-
nessman and Dark Hill was in an out of the way 
place with difficult transport links. So the furnace 
closed and steel making flourished in Sheffield.

Our final stop was the Dean Heritage Cen-
tre. There is much to see here but we had 

come to see Thomas Sopwith's geological model 
of the Forest of Dean. He came to the Forest to 

elucidate the extremely complicated problem of 
mine ownership. As a result of this he learned 
much about the geology of the Forest.

As he came from a family of cabinet 
makers he made three dimensional models of 
the Forest and one of these is at the centre. It is 
a precious object so is kept in a locked cabinet. 
But the ceiling is low so the cabinet cannot be 
opened! It is hoped that access can be improved 
and the beautiful object properly appreciated.

The excursion was arranged by Cherry 
Lewis and she was assisted by Dave 
Green who knows everything about 

the geology of the For-
est and Ian Standing, 
one of the Verderers of 
the Forest, who knows 
everything else. It was part 
of the History of Geology 
Group's programme and 
was a very pleasant way of 
learning a great deal about 
a part of the countryside 
whose beauty conceals an 
industrial past. HOGG is 
keen to recruit new mem-
bers - this is something I 
have done. I recommend 
it!

Dark Hill Ironworks

Thomas Sopwith's geological model of the Forest of Dean - difficult 
to see, impossible to photograph
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This circular tour covered 
some of the less spectacular parts 
of the park, but Mammoth Hot 
Springs would, in any other park, 
be a prime attraction. 

But our first stop was at 
Roaring Mountain where the 
Lava Creek Tuff, a hard, imper-
meable rock, has been broken 
down into crumbly clay minerals 
by numerous jetting fumaroles 
and acid sulfate seeps.

But the mountain does 
not roar and the hissing, sighing 
and whistling are rather sub-
dued - perhaps because the road 
is now some distance from the 
mountain or because of waning 

Introduction

This, the second half of my article, covers the 
remainder of our time in Yellowstone, and 

our travels to Journeys End at Denver Airport. 
Highlights were many:-
• Mammoth Hot Springs
• More views of the Yellowstone Gorge
• Getting close to a buffalo

• The Grand Tetons
• Fossil Butte
• Sheep Creek Canyon
• Flaming Gorge and its dam
• The multitude of bones at Dinosaur 

National Monument
• Crossing the Rockies
• Looking at the Rocky Mountain 

Front

WEGA in the North-West USA - 
Part II

Day 8 - Circular tour to Mammoth hot springs - with stops at 
Roaring mountain, Obsidian cliffs, another Yellowstone gorge 

and tower Falls

Roaring Mountain is an acid-sulfate thermal area (solfatara) covered 
by fumaroles that may hiss, roar, sigh or whistle.
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inates at the Norris Basin and flows northwards 
along a fault zone which parallels the road we 
had come along.

When it gets to 
Mammoth, 2,000 to 
11,000 years later, it is 
not so hot - about 73°C, 
but more importantly it 
has passed through,  not 
only rhyolitic lava, but 
the Mississippian (Low-
er Carboniferous to us) 
Madison Limestone and 
it is from this that the 
calcium carbonate of the 
terraces is derived.

Mammoth Hot 
Springs is the largest car-
bonate depositing spring 
system in the world. 
Travertine can be depos-
ited at about 1m per year 
and has been doing so for 
nearly 8,000 years. The 

nearby Gardiner travertine, outside the park and 
now being quarried, is 31,000 years old. 

fumarolic activity at this site 
Our next task was to look at Obsidian 

Cliff, but first we had to find it, and this was 
no easy task! It became apparent that the Park 
Authorities had become perturbed that the 
obsidian was being removed by over enthusiastic 
rock collectors, or rock thieves as they call them. 
So all large signs had been removed and we only 
found that we were near the cliff and discovered 
the explanation when we stopped at an unob-
trusive shelter at the side of the road. 

So onwards to Mammoth Hot Springs. 
Like the other parts of Yellowstone which we 
had visited previously there is a lot of hydro-
thermal activity. The water at Mammoth orig-

On the left is Liberty Cap which was formed from 
a steady flow of hot water emerging from a sin-

gle source, depositing dense layers of travertine. It 
stopped growing when the source stopped flowing.

--------------------------
Below are some travertine terraces. The white is pure 
calcium carbonate, the yellow has cyanobacteria and 

the dark lump is a remmnant of an older terrace.

Orange Spring Mound. The spring from this mound is cooler than other thermal features at Mammoth Hot 
Springs (69.4°C)which allows orange-colored cyanobacteria to dominate.

A rock spire on the banks of the Yellowstone. The spire might be glacial out-
wash, but is more likely to be a volcanic breccia and be part of an underlying 

lava flow. It was beyond my skills to get closer and give a more definitive 
identification!
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From Mammoth we continued our clock-
wise progress and eventually came, once more, 
to the Yellowstone River. Here it is, once more, 
in a gorge. Not as spectacular as near our accom-
modation but still very scenic. We were back in 
the world of "normal" geology. What we saw was 
stuff you could see in places other than Yellow-
stone.

One of these was a spectacular colum-
nar-jointed basalt flow which has the road 
running alongside its base. Most of the flow is 
the unjointed entablature. This has cooled more 

quickly than the columnar-jointed base, presum-
ably because the cooling came from the top. 

There must be a fault down throwing to 
the east running along the valley - the lava flows 
on the other side are lower although they are 
younger. The rock spire shown on the previous 
page looks rather like a hoodoo and is probably 
composed of the breccia commonly found on top 
of lava flows. We saw breccia topped lava flows 
in the Craters of the Moon National Monument. 
Tower Falls gets its name from similar rock spires 
or towers which are found at its brink. 

From Tower Falls 
we headed south over 
the Washburn Range to 
Canyon Village. We were 
not able to take the old 
road to the summit of 
Mount Washburn as it 
was closed but, even so, 
we were able to look over 
from the northern edge 
of the Yellowstone Cal-
dera to its southern edge 
about 45km away. 

The caldera is 
filled with rhyolitic lava 
flows which are some of 
the most voluminous on 
Earth. They are in excess 
of several tens of cubic 
kilometres, extending 
up to 40 km from their 
source vents, and having 
thicknesses in excess of 
100 m.

The Gorge of the Yellow-
stone, near Tower Falls. 
Note the two lava flows 
with columnar jointing. 

These are both post-Huck-
leberry Ridge (1.3Ma) 

basalts separated by glacial 
outwash.

Above:-

Spectacular columnar jointing in a 
basalt flow is present alongside the 
road. This Pre-Huckleberry Ridge 

basalt flow dates from 2.2 Ma, and 
exhibits thick entablature and narrow 
basal colonnade. Entablature structures 

are formed by competing slower cool-
ing from the bottom and from the top 
where meteoric and river water seeped 

into the flow. 

--------------------------

On the Left:-

Tower Creek has eroded a deep valley 
with tower-like rock formations at its 

brink from which it takes its name. The 
creek cuts through the recent volcanics 
in a 132’ waterfall into an older se-

quence known as the Absaroka volcanic 
group.
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Day 9 - Yellowstone to Jackson via the "Sulphur Cauldron", a 
Buffalo and The Grand Tetons

We left Yellowstone on this day but there 
were a few things to see before we got 

out of the park. The first is something which 
is normal for Yellowstone but rather unusual 
elsewhere. One of the jobs of park geologists is 

predicting where there will be volcanic activity - 
you do not want to build a hotel then find that 
you have a geyser developing in the basement! 
Or make a lay-by and find a fumarole starting 
in the middle of it. That is what has happened at 
Sulphur Cauldron Overlook. I suppose a geyser 
would be worse.

In the Sulphur Cauldron the temperature 
is 88°C and the pH is about 1.2. Various chemi-
cal reactions spurred on by the thermoacidophile 
micro-organisms in the cauldron produce sul-
phuric acid! Life appears in the most unexpected 
places!

Life, in the form of a 
buffalo, was lying on the ground 
nearby, oblivious to everything. 
Perhaps he was enjoying the heat 

of the ground and, if the flies were avoiding the 
mephitic emanations, a fly free environment.

The hill in front of us is the Sour Creek 
dome, one of the sites of the last eruption some 
600,000 years ago. Between 1923 and 1985, this 
dome was resurgent, rising at ~ 1” per annum, 
but since 1986 it has either declined or remained 
static. The dome resurgence has caused Yellow-
stone Lake to “tilt” southward so that larger 
sandy beaches are developed on the north shore.

A short walk along the road took us to the 
Mud Volcano area. Unfortunately the volcano is 

When you build a lay-by and then a fumarole ap-
pears in it - what do you do? Build a fence around 
it. Fumarole were once thought to be the gates to 
hell. Perhaps an appropriate thing for a car park!

On the right is our route from Yel-
lowstone to Jackson.
----------------

Below is a panorama of the area. 
On the left is the Sulphur Cauldron 
- boiling hot and pH of 1.3 and full 
of life! - next a fumarole in a crater 
with a buffalo just beyond it, enjoy-
ing the heat and the lack of bugs. The 
hill in the background is bulging up 
- a resurgent dome. On the right are 

more hot springs.
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no longer with us. Being built of mud meant it 
had little permanence. However there is still a lot 
of thermal activity in the area.

Sour Lake was bubbling quietly; this, and 
its name, suggests that the buffalo I came across 
had not come to drink. 

We also crossed a hillside, devoid of trees 
which once was densely forested. the trees died 

when the ground temperature 
rose to 94°C. 

We saw Dragon’s Mouth 
which is a turbulent hot spring 
with a cavernous mouth. Water 
sloshes rhythmically in and out 
of the cavern giving the impres-
sion of a large overflow; howev-
er, the actual discharge is quite 
small. As hot water rises to the 
surface, hydrogen sulphide, car-
bon dioxide, and water vapour 
gases expand creating a pressure 
explosion in the cavern. The 
resulting activity is sloshing, 
belching, and steaming.

We proceeded south-

wards, past Yellowstone Lake and on towards 
Jackson Lake and the Grand Tetons. To get a 
good view of the Tetons we had a cunning plan: 
ascend Signal Mountain and admire them from 
the summit. Unfortunately the road was densely 
forested all the way up and the car park at the 
summit is on the eastern side of the mountain.
We had good views over the Snake River Valley 
but not of the Tetons. However there were some 
good views on the way down and it was a good 
place for lunch.

The Tetons are spectacular scenically and 
this is probably due to their spectacular geolo-
gy. They are the youngest mountains but have 
the oldest rocks in in the lower 48. As Doug 
writes:- "The Tetons are an upthrown fault block of 
late Archean crystalline rocks overlain by westward 
dipping Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks. A ~ N-S fault 
extends 40 miles along the base of the range, where it 
is faulted against Palaeozoic – Tertiary sedimenta-
ry and volcanic rocks. At 13,770’ the summit of the 
Grand Teton rises 7,000’ above the valley floor. 

Vertical displacement across this fault may 

be up to 30,000’, as shown by the Flathead Sand-
stone which caps Mt Moran 6,000’ above the valley 
floor and its equivalent is buried more than 20,000’ 
beneath the valley floor. 

The Teton fault is a young feature and 
displaces Laramide age structures, and movement 
started ~ 6 – 9 Ma, with an uplift rate of ~ 2mm/
year. The N-S orientation of the fault parallels other 
Basin and Range faults suggesting that it is related 
to Tertiary extensional development. Its position lies 
at the very northern extent of the Basin and Range 
area, so accounting for the young age of the fault. It is 
also suggested that the igneous activity linked to the 
Yellowstone plume will have added to the Basin and 
Range extension by arching of the crust adding to the 
tensional forces."

The best views of the Tetons are said to 
be  along the Jenny Lake Scenic Loop and that 
is where we went next. And the views (see next 
page) were as advertised. It would have been nice  
to go into the mountains and see if we could spot 
the fault but we had to press on as we wanted to 
get to our hotel in Jackson and then go and look 

Above is a buffalo which I came across on the banks 
of Sour Lake. 

-------------------------
Below is Churning Cauldron - a roiling pond. It is 
not boiling! It is hot - about 76°C - but the activity 

is caused by gases coming up through the bed rock 
and disturbing the water.

Mount Moran, seen across Jackson Lake, from near the bottom of the Signal Mountain Road. 
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at the Gros Ventre Landslide and spot an elk. We 
took the back road into Jackson, passing at least 
one beaver dam.

The Gros Ventre Landslide occurred in 
1925 when heavy rain caused a bedding plane 
slip. 38 million m3 of rock slid down a mountain, 
blocked a river and created a lake. Two years later 
the dam broke and catastrophic flooding de-
stroyed two villages killing six people. A smaller 
lake still exists and scarring can be seen on the 
mountain.

But not by us! We drove towards the site 
but stopped to look for an elk in the National Elk 
Refuge. As an elk was seen crossing the river the 
sky darkened and a tremendous thunderstorm 
started. A rapid retreat to the cars followed. The 
elk decided the weather was too bad even for it 
and it disappeared. 

The consensus in the vehicles was that 
enough was enough and we retreated to Jackson 
to dry out and get ready for dinner.

Our journey to Green River was not very 
geological although it was through some 

of the more complex structural geology of the 
excursion. But it was the sort of geology which 
requires detailed examination of many outcrops - 

not the sort of thing you can do on an excursion 
such as ours. Doug discusses some of the details 
of Sevier and Laramide orogenies on pages 52 to 
57 of his handout available HERE. 

Any discussion of these orogenies by me 
would just be a regurgitation of Doug's handout. 

The Grand Tetons from the Jenny Lake Road

2 v t k l t v 2

Day 10 - Jackson to Green River via Fossil butte
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All I will say is that they overlap in both time 
and place. The Sevier is "thin-skinned" tectonics 
with thrusting and crustal shortening. The Lar-
amide is "thick-skinned" with basement-cored 
mountains. We would see this tomorrow.

The major thrust-faulted mountain ranges 
of the Sevier orogeny built up high enough so 
that the crust further ahead (east) was loaded and 
became depressed into a basin - a process known 
as flexural subsidence. Sediment eroded from the 
elevated thrust mountain front provided debris to 
infill the basins, which were often of a lacustrine 
character. It was these lacustrine sediments which 
provided our geological highlight of the day.

But our first stop after a pleasant drive 
through mountains and bucolic country scenes 

was at Salt River Pass which is in the Sevier 
Orogeny thin skinned tectonics area. The geolog-
ical cross-section below gives some idea of the 
complexity of the area. And the photo shows the 
very pleasant scenery the geology gives rise to!

We continued on our way. When we 
turned eastwards we soon entered the Green 
River Basin and then came to Fossil Butte Na-
tional Monument. Here we learned a lot about 
the ecology of the area from the Rangers, saw 
lots of fossil fish who had died in periodic drying 
episodes of the Green River Lake system.

Then onwards to the town of Green River, 
which was actually quite green! When I had last 
been there in September 2014 it had been spec-
tacularly grey and dusty!

Above is a cross section of the Idaho - Utah - Wyoming Fold Thrust Belt. West is on the left, east on the right.
------------------------------------

Below is a photo of the Thrust Belt, looking west from Salt River Pass
Above are some of the fossil fish seen at Fossil Butte National Monument

------------------------------------
Below is Fossil Butte National Monument with the Fossil Butte in the background
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Day 11 - Green River to Vernal via the Uinta Mountains and Flam-
ing gorge

If yesterday was Sevier, today was Laramide. 
The Uinta Mountains are one of uplifted base-

ment blocks in the area of thick-skinned tecton-
ics, with the Green River and Uinta basins lying 
to the north and south respectively.

The red-bed rocks of the Uinta Group 
were deposited at the time of the breakup of the 

supercontinent Rodinia. The rocks are of Neo-
proterozoic age and are a 4 – 7 km thickness of 
quartzite, slate, shale and minor conglomerate. 
The sequence is interpreted as a large braided 
fluvial system flowing westward.

The mountains have an anticlinal struc-
ture aligned EW, and are bounded to the north 

and south by 
reverse faults that 
meet below the 
range, on the north 
by the North Flank 
fault and on the 
south by the Uinta 
Basin boundary 
fault. The north and 
south flanks of the 
eastwest trending 
range contain a 
sequence of Palaeo-
zoic and Mesozoic 
strata ranging from 
the Cambrian to 
the Cretaceous, all 
of which have been 
tilted during the 
basement uplift. 

This uplift 
and the broad an-
ticlinal structure is 
the result of Lar-
imide compression. 
The E-W align-
ment of the moun-
tains is oblique to 
many other of the 
basement uplifts in 
this region, which 
trend NW-SE. 
The orientation is 
though to be con-
trolled by a pre-ex-
isiting basement 
structures.

The route 

Above - on the road south from Green River, probably in the Navaho Sandstone.
------------------------------------

Below - the red-bed rocks of the Uinta Mountains faulted against the Madison Limestone on the skyline
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Below - Flaming Gorge, the Green River flowing through the red-beds of the Uinta GroupAbove - the North Flank fault of the Uinta Mountains. The fault is above the people on the right with Madison Lime-
stone at the skyline. The northern limb of the Uinta anticline forms the rest of the photo.
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we took south from Green River towards the 
Precambrian Uinta mountains goes down the 
sequence from the Cretaceous Mancos shale and 
through the Jurassic into the Navajo sandstone, 
which are dipping north off the Uinta block.

When the road comes off the Jurassic 
and into the Triassic, we turned west into Sheep 
Creek Canyon to see the North Flank fault 
system exposing the contact of the Uinta Group 
against the Mississippian Madison Limestone.

After contemplating the fault over lunch 

we returned to the main road and continued on 
our way to Vernal with side excursions to see the 
Flaming Gorge and the Flaming Gorge Dam. 

This being the western USA and the 
Green River a river, it is dammed. I suspect 
Flaming Gorge would be much more impres-
sive and deeper if the dam was not there. Dams 
change so much, in so many ways, few of them 
being good. And water can be conserved in better 
ways.

Cross-section across the North Flank Fault at Sheep Creek Canyon

Flaming Gorge Dam

Day 12 - Vernal to Granby via Dinosaur National Monument

This day was mostly travel but it did have 
one, unforgettable, geological highlight. 

The Dinosaur National Monument is based on 
the Quarry Museum and this encases a bedding 
plane of the Morrison Formation (of late Jurassic 
age).

The geology suggests that there was 

a river valley along which many dinosaurs lived 
and died. A flood ran down the valley, gathered 
up the bones and deposited them in what became 
the quarry. Subsequently the bed was buried, 
tilted and, eventually, discovered in 1909. 

What we see nowadays is only a portion 

The Quarry Museum at Dinosaur National Monument. 
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of the original discovery. A 
large part has been excavated 
and now adorns the muse-
ums of the world.

The main types of 
dinosaur fossil found are the 
vegetarians Stegosaurus and 
Apatosaurus and the carni-
vore Allosaurus. But there 
are parts of many others to 
be seen.

After examining the 
riches of the Quarry Mu-
seum we walked along the 
Discovery Trail back to the 
visitor centre and the car 
park. The trail crosses steeply 
dipping sequences on the 
southern limb of the Split 
Mountain anticline. The 
oldest unit  on the trail is the 
Jurassic Stump Formation, a 
marine silt and shale deposit 

rich in molluscs. This is followed by the thick 
Morrison Formation, which is the dinosaur-bear-
ing unit in the quarry. It represents a very variable 
semi-arid, sub-aerial environment with fluvial, 
lacustrine and saline lake deposits with abundant 
bentonite units formed from volcanic air-fall ma-
terial. There is a short eastward spur off the main 

Above is a view of part of the quarry face. Pho-
tography is difficult because the bones are coloured 

similarly to the sandstone.
----------------------

Below is a photograph showing the original quar-
ry face - the thin red line shows the portion of the 

face preserved in the Quarry Museum

trail along the 
main sandstone 
in the Morrison 
in which dinosaur 
material is in situ.

The Mor-
rison is followed 
by the Cedar 
Mountain For-
mation, which 
again represents a 
varied sub-aerial 
environment with 
conglomerate, 
sandstone, silt-
stone and clay-
stone. There is an 
unconformity (20 
Ma gap) between 
the underlying Morrison and the Cedar Moun-
tain, marked by a calcrete surface. The next unit 
is the clear ridge of the Dakota sandstone which 
is a transgressive/regressive setting of marine 
and sub-aerial deposits. The silvery grey Mowry 
unit follows, which is a shallow marine deposit 
rich in clay from volcanic air fall. It is also rich in 
disarticulated fish bones and scales. The final unit 

on the trail is the Frontier sandstone, a shallow 
marine regressive deposit.

We then drove the long but scenic route 
to Granby.

A selection of bones on the bedding plane in the 
Quarry Museum
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Day 13 - Granby to Boulder via Rocky mountain National Park

Today was our chance to examine the Front 
Ranges, of which the Rocky Mountain 

National Park is part. They are dominated by 
blocks of crystalline Proterozoic basement rocks, 
consisting of schists, gneisses and granitoid rocks 
ranging in age from 1.7 – 1.4 Ga. These rocks 
formed an early mountain range – “the ancestral 
Rocky Mountains”. 

Between 29-24 Ma granites were intruded 
in the north western area of the park, with some 
magma reaching the surface and forming volca-
noes. Lava flows and ashes from these eruptions 
are seen in several parts of the park. The tectonic 
origin for this magmatic event is unknown.

The route across the Front ranges to Boul-
der is via US-40 one of the highest paved roads 
in the US reaching over 12,000 in the tundra 
ecosystem. Even in June the road may be subject 

to occasional closures because of snow cover.
We moved from Alpine meadows at 

Granby, through Sub-Alpine forests to the Al-
pine Tundra and then back again as we crossed 
the Rockies. And then into Suburbia as we ap-
proached Boulder. Admittedly it was mile-high 
Suburbia, but it was the first large built up area 
we had seen since leaving Seattle.

It was apparent that the population 
density was increasing! Because it is so close to 
Denver the National Park has many visitors and 
most of them were, like us, confined to the roads. 
We tried to get to Bear Lake but the car park 
was filled to overflowing. However it enabled us 
to find that if you got just a little way off the road 
you were in idyllic woodland. I suspect an early 
start would lead to wonderful walking just a little 
way off the roads. Perhaps next time!

The group just above the tree line looking at Tertiary volcanoes on Proterozoic metamorphic rocks
----------------------------------------

At Forest Canyon Overlook. Here we can see a corrie above the tree line.
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Near Glacier Creek on the road to Bear Lake
----------------------------------------

A path in the woods and a bridge across Glacier Creek 

Day 14 - Boulder to Denver International Airport via the Rocky 
mountain Front

Our last day was 
spent looking at 

the Rocky Mountain 
Front. The uplifting 
of the Front Ranges, 
which we crossed on 
the previous day, had 
an affect on the Pal-
aeozoic and Mesozoic 
rocks forming the high 
plains on which Den-
ver is situated. This 
is the last spectacular 
geology until you get 
to the other side of the 
Mississippi!

The cross-section show the younger rocks 
to the east being pulled up by the rise of the front 
Ranges. The vertical scale is exaggerated but one 
can see how the Hogback and the flatirons are 

formed. The I-70 road cut photograph shows 
the hogback and the flatirons can be seen in the 
others.

And then it was a relatively short drive to 
the airport and the plane home.
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The I-70 Roadcut. Looking eastwards over the high plains. The Rockies are behind us. The high point is the 
Dakota Formation with Morrison Formation on the left.

----------------------------------------
The Rocky Mountain Front with flatirons of red rock being tilted by the rising of the Rockies

The Red Rocks Amphitheatre. John Denver played here, often. Also everyone else you have ever heard of!
----------------------------------------

At the Red Rocks Amphitheatre - looking south at the Rocky Mountain Front and a chain of flatirons. The 
rocks are Fountain Formation which are Upper Pennsylvanian to Permian in age.
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Crossword 53

Across
1 Oldest National Park (11)
7 A precious or semiprecious stone (3)
9 Something seen. (5)
10 Rocks found in high pressure and 
temperature metamorphic facies (9)
11 Twixt fingers and wrist (9)
12 Lack of guile (5)
13 Bound closely (7)
15 Song of praise (4)
18 Coal found in one of these (4)
20 North American continental divide 
(7)
23 Upon my sole (5)
24 Some things that cannot be ex-
plained (9)
26 French Calvinists (9)
27 The inner self (5)

28 Sn (3)
29 Type of foliation (11)

Down
1 Another National Park (in Califor-
nia) (8)
2 A cause of darkness (5,3)
3 The nerve from the eye (5)
4 Shorn (7)
5 Marketable surplus of petroleum 
(3-4)
6 Where engineering and biology 
meet (9)
7 Pointed arches (6)
8 Transubstantiation happens in these 
(6)
14 Medway town able to transmit 
light (9)

16 Hot hot pepper (4-4)
17 The earth's principle of buoyancy 
(8)
19 An extinct elephant (7)
20 Refuses to comply (7)
21 Early geologist and metallurgist in 
the Forest of Dean - read the News-
letter! (6)
22 An inferior imitator (6)

25 The Muse of lyric and love poetry 
(5)

Solution to Crossword 52
Across: 9 cascade, 10 neutron, 11 athlete, 12 lake bed, 13 scablands, 15 acerb, 16 wallace, 19 reissue, 20 title, 21 irrigated, 25 
rainier, 26 Goldman, 28 aheight, 29 seattle. 

Down: 1 oceans, 2 asthma, 3 kame, 4 Severn, 5 analyser, 6 muckraking, 7 grabbers, 8 inedible, 14 leavenings, 16 water gap, 17 
latrines, 18 emigrate, 22 rugose, 23 tomato, 24 denver, 27 lias. 

You can solve the crossword 
online HERE.
 It may be easier online as you 
can get hints!
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